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About This Game

Ahoy Mateys! From the Mind of Sid Meier, The Golden Age of Buccaneering has returned with Pirates! Gold!

You'll criss-cross your way along the 17th century Spanish Main in search of all-new adventures.

You'll lead a crew of hot-blooded buccaneers into rollicking harbour towns. And risk your booty and your life plundering enemy
ships!

Hunt for magnificent treasures! Unravel the mysteries and clues of your adventure! Even battle your way through enemy waters
on grueling rescue missions!

Will you win your rightful place in history? Or will you end up shipwrecked on a distant island? The answer can only be found
in the swashbuckling Pirates! Gold.

Experience the untamed era of piracy through stunning new VGA/Super VGA art and graphics!

Feel the ring of crossing swords and the boom of mighty cannon with enhanced sound features!

Skewer scurvy rogues with enhanced sword-fighting capabilities!

Gain power, prestige or even the hand of the governor’s daughter!
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Bombard enemy ships!

Explore more coastal towns, each with it's own dangers

Includes the original Sid Meier's Pirates! game! and bonus Map, Soundtrack and Cheat Sheets.
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Title: Sid Meier's Pirates! Gold Plus (Classic)
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
MicroProse Software, Inc
Publisher:
Retroism, Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1987

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English,French,German
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This isn't a big game, nor an especially detailed nor long game.

What it is, is Charming.

There's no real challenge, no real peril and you would have to try very hard to even fail, but it's relaxing, the music is wonderful
and the tone just feels right for when you don't want to put that much effort in to your gaming.

Could stand to gain some configuability, especially in regards to control schemes, but overall a game you can play next to a
young kid and not have to worry about bad language or anything like that. It's not Skyrim, nor Witcher, but it's not meant to be..
The locomotive looks and sounds great. This is definitly one of my favorite if not my favorite locomitives in train simulator.
This is not the first steam locomitive I would buy if you are new to TS2015 because its challenging maintaining steam pressure.
Otherwise I have nothing bad to say about it.. Original game with a classy black & white esthetic, live actors and an intringuing
investigation.. This part of the map is definately different. More winding roads, less Autobahn, and lovely scenery. I can really
recommend taking a bus to this location!. The game where I hate the BOT opponent.

 PROS: 

 - Art Style
 - Various Maps
 - Easy Controls & Smooth movement
 - Coop
 - Free to Play

 CONS: 

 - Is not Online Coop as it says on Store Page 
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Not a bad documentary if you've enjoyed all the other Game Jam & Indie Dev films & episodes from recently... however, I
think it's sorely lacking in actual gameplay footage- can't tell much about even the winning games..
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Fun, and tricky to get a high score. Worth a whack.. Nice game! I remember reading the creators of Myst saying they "don't
design games, they design worlds" or something along those lines. I wish there were more world-building in Haven moon. There
isn't much to see on this moon besides four kind of Jules-Verney locations. Some of the puzzles were frustrating and I admit I
needed hints, which I usually don't. It felt like I was always getting stuck. That being said, the overall story was great, the ending
had a really nice moral, and once the game got going it flowed smoothly. The graphics and music are also really good. For an
independant creation, I think it's really impressive.. One of my favorite older games, and I love having the remastered version. It
takes 15 minutes to play, but it's one of those ones that sticks in your mind for a good long while.. Everyone on is playing this
game for free on a ♥♥♥♥ing browser in flash and they're all so nice, they say like nice kill and when I won like 10 games in a
row they said let's celebrate and congradualtions without any sarcasm or spite. 10/♥♥♥♥ing10 best community on steam better
that csgo and fortnite. AVOID LIKE THE ♥♥♥♥ING PLAGUE, THIS GAME WILL MAKE YOU FLIP TABLES AND
STRANGLE KITTENS, SHOVE YOUR HEAD INTO THE SCREEN AND PUNCH THE WALL. TO TOP IT OFF THE
VOICE ACTING WILL MAKE YOU WANT TO SET FIRE TO YOUR SPEAKERS/HEADPHONES AND CLAW YOUR
EARS OUT. PLEASE, DO YOURSELF A FAVOUR AND DO NOT BUY THIS PILE OF♥♥♥♥♥. TwinCop is the best co-
op game I've ever played. The story is hilarious and the mini-games are ridiculously fun. It's the perfect couch co-op for anyone
that wants to control one cop between 2 players and fight pontoon boats.
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